Environment[al] Exhibition - SCI-Arc Gallery

A look inside Environment[al], a recent exhibition in the SCI-Arc Gallery, curated by Herwig Baumgartner and Marcelyn Gow. Environment[al] features the work of architects, designers and landscape architects including Izaskun Chinchilla [izaskun Chinchilla Architects], Enric Ruiz Geli [Cloud 9], Carme Pinós [Estudio Carme Pinós], Wolf D. Prix [Coop Himmelb(l)au], Gilles Retsin, and Günther Vogt [Vogt Landschaftsarchitekten]. Environment[al] examines contemporary attitudes toward environment in a post-digital context. The capacity of constructed natures to produce admixtures of the natural and the synthetic as well as the changing character of environment in the context of technological innovation is considered through the projects in the exhibition.